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SinterCast can be good 
It has taken some time, but SinterCast is really on the go. SinterCast showed record 
revenue for 2014 and benefits from the positive outlook in the years coming   
 
Compacted Graphite Iron has many benefits compared to conventional cast iron. CGI is e.g. 75% 
stronger and 45% stiffer and provides double the fatigue strength. In reality these properties enable 
design engineers to produce lighter engines with higher performance, better fuel economy, less 
emissions and noise. 
Only advantages thus. Although the technology was launched already in the early nineties, the breakthrough 
comes only now because of the extreme long lead times in the vehicle industry. SinterCast´s method is 
established in the market today and the company continuously develops the process and search new application 
sectors. Currently CGI is primarily used in the production of diesel engine cylinder blocks and heads. 

The SinterCast revenues come from three sources: sales and leasing of hard- and software used in the process, 
sales of consumables and not the least, production fees on each tonne of SinterCast technology produced  iron. 

The production fees are the core in the SinterCast business model, as they will increase as the global passenger 
vehicle production increases. At the same time the costs for the company will remain the same. 

Impressive margins 

This provides a dramatic impact on the profitability, which was showed last year when revenue from series 
production increased by 19%, leading to an increase in the operating result of 40% and an operating margin of 
almost 19% (14%) – not bad for a passenger vehicle industry sub-supplier. This was during a year when the 
Group revenue increased by 5% only, due to decreased equipment sales. 

SinterCast measures the series production fees in sold engine equivalents, where the target is to reach 2 million 
equivalents per year. During the fourth quarter of 2014 the production reached 1.85 engine equivalents – a 
record increase of 16%. With the equipment now installed, the company estimates the possibility of reaching 2.5 
million engine equivalents at mature volume. That number could be doubled as new installations will be made. 

The vehicle industry development outlook of the coming years is pointing in different directions. In North America 
the volumes are increasing and in Europe the outlook is carefully positive. Asia is an uncertainity factor with the 
overcapacity in China and their decelerated economy. The overall global vehicle production is likely to grow, 
which benefits SinterCast. 

In the end of last year SinterCast had a strategically important agreement with Dongfeng Trucks, China´s largest 
commercial vehicle manufacturer. The system is planned to be installed during the first quarter of this year and 
will be SinterCast´s ninth installation in China. 

Last year SinterCast´s revenue was SEK 55 million and the earning per share was SEK 1.7 (1.20). Based on the 
current share price level of circa SEK 80, it provides a breathtaking P/E (price/earn?) ratio of 47. Of course the 
share pricing reflects the high profitability and the expectations of the company´s future earning capacity. The 
scalable business model of SinterCast means that the revenue growth can be very quick in the nearest future, 
following the expected passenger vehicle production ramp up. In addition the company´s possibilities of 
technology development for new applications. 

Strong finances 

The starting position is good and the company also has a very strong balance sheet which allows a large 
dividend increase for the operational year of 2014, SEK 2.20 (1.20) per share. SEK 0.7 of the proposed dividend 
is an extraordinary dividend, and it would not be surprising if this will be definite. 

Due to the outlooks in the market for this year, SinterCast is expected to have SEK 2.7 earnings per share, just 
over SEK 4 for 2016 and SEK 5.5 for 2017. Long-term outlooks are always very uncertain, but at the same time it 
provides a revenue/result potential in the company. If the estimations would be real, the share does not seem so 
expensive, although the valuation is considered on the high side. Of course the company´s potential is attractive 
for the willing risk taker. If so, take advantage and buy if the share would dip. 
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